FIRST ANNUAL VISITOR STUDIES MEETING

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

All events will be held at the Holiday Inn (Oxford, AL) unless indicated on the program.

FRIDAY, April 8, 1988

8:30-10 am - SESSION: Education
1. John Koran, Mary Lou Koran, John Foster, & Steven Stark [University of Florida], "Individual Differences in Learning in Informal Settings;"
2. D. D. Hiire [Smithsonian Institution], "Strategies for Family Learning in Museums;"
3. Stephen Kellert & Julie Dunlap [Yale University], "Preliminary Results of a National Study of Informal Learning Impacts of the Modern Zoo on the Casual Visitor;"

10:15-11:45 am - SESSION: General Topics, Part I.
1. Beverly Serrell [Serrell & Associates], "Visitor Reactions to Interpretive Graphics;"
2. G. Donald Adams [Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village], "Understanding and Influencing Word-of-Mouth;"

1:30-3:00 pm - SESSION: General Issues, Part II.
1. Ross Loomis [Colorado State University], "The Coutenance of Visitor Studies in the 1980s;"
2. Chris Riech [Anniston Museum], "Visitor Evaluation from the Director's Viewpoint;"
3. Terry Maple [Georgia Tech & Zoo Atlanta], "??????"

3:15-4:45 pm - SESSION: General Issues, Part III.
1. Stephen Stark, John Foster, John Koran, Mary Lou Koran, Harriet Landers, & Ann Blackwood [University of Florida], "Effects of Exhibit Characteristics on Visitor Attention at the Jacksonville, Florida, Zoo;"
2. John Folk [Science Learning Inc.], "Museum Recollections;"
3. Don Patterson & Steve Bitgood [Jacksonville State University], "Some Evolving Principles of Visitor Behavior;"

5:50-7:00 pm - POSTER SESSION
with food, drinks and jazz band at the Anniston Museum

SATURDAY, April 9, 1988

8:30-9:30 am - Museum Tour
9:30-11:00 am - ILVS Meeting at the Anniston Museum of Natural History

WEDNESDAY, April 6, 1988

- 5-8 pm - SOCIAL: Cash Bar

THURSDAY, April 7, 1988

- 8-9 AM - Registration & Coffee
- 9-9:45 am - Opening Remarks
- 10-12 am - Information Forum/Activity Sharing

The information forum will make available materials on organizations and publications that deal with visitors. In activity sharing, interested professionals will be able to meet and, those who desire, may describe (in 5 minutes or less) their current activities and interests in visitor studies.

- 1:30-3:00 pm - SESSION: Exhibit Evaluation

1. Harris Shetell [Consultant, Washington, DC], "Do We Really Really Need to Do Visitor Studies?"
2. C. G. Screven [Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee], "Applications and Misapplications of Formative Evaluation."
3. Richard Williams [National Museum of Natural Science, Ottawa, Canada], "??????????????????"

- 3:15-4:45 pm - SESSION: Audience Research

1. Marilyn G. Hood [Hood Associates, Columbus, OH], "Arboretum Visitor Profiles as Defined by the Four Seasons;"
2. Rosalyn Rubenstein [Museum Consultant, Toronto, Canada], "The Use of Focus Groups in Audience Research;"
3. Sydney Donohoe [San Diego Wild Animal Park], "An All-Hands Response to Visitor Data;"

5:30-7:00 pm - POSTER SESSION
with food and drinks at Anniston Museum of Natural History
POSTER PRESENTATIONS
April 7 & 8, 1988

1. Linda Pierson [Museum of Science & Space Transit Planetarium, Miami, FL], "Drawer Utilization in Discovery Rooms."
2. Ross Loomis, Marc Fusco, & Ruth Edwards [Colorado State University]; Melora McDermott [Denver Art Museum], "The Visitor Survey: Front-End Evaluation or Basic Research?"
3. Rosalyn Rubenstein [Consultant, Toronto, Canada], "Applying Results of Audience Research to the Design of an Exhibition."
4. Don Thompson & Steve Bitgood [Jacksonville State Univ.], "Total Words, Type Size, and Position: How They Influence Sign Reading."
5. Jerry Carnes & Steve Bitgood [Jacksonville State Univ.], "Professionals' Attitudes Toward Exhibit Evaluation."
6. Mary Brong [University of Illinois], "Man and Animal in the Wildlife Park."
7. Janis Kieft [Minnesota Landscape Arboretum] & Sue Weidemann [Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign], "The Minnesota Landscape Arboretum - What Do Our Visitors Think?"
8. Michael Pierce [Anniston Museum]; Steve Bitgood and Don Patterson [Jacksonville State Univ.], "Evaluation of the Alabama Cave Exhibit."
9. Steve Bitgood, Don Patterson, Grant Nichols [Jacksonville State Univ.]; Michael Pierce and Pete Conroy [Anniston Museum], "Visitor Behavior in the Egyptian Mummy Exhibit Area."
11. Eileen Walker & Leslie Munro [Royal Ontario Museum], "Evaluating Visitor Preferences from Front-end Evaluation."
12. Jerry Carnes, Steve Bitgood, Angela Nabors, & Don Patterson [Jacksonville State University], "Visitor Control: Touching, Feeding, and Littering"
13. Don Thompson, Steve Bitgood, & Don Patterson [Jacksonville State University], "Research on Exhibit Labels."

NONCOMPLIANT BEHAVIOR IN SAN DIEGO ZOO VISITORS

Valerie D. Thompson
San Diego Zoological Gardens


Introduction
A 10 week observational study was conducted at the San Diego Zoological Gardens during the summer months of 1977 to investigate the nature of noncompliant behavior in zoo visitors. Noncompliant behaviors included distracting, teasing, feeding, or attempting to injure the animals. Five different primate exhibits and an elephant enclosure were observed in a varying sequence for a total of 135-minute time blocks each day for a total of 42 days. Observations were scheduled so that the data for each exhibit would have equal representation across all times of day, 7 days per week.

Results and Discussion
The degree and type of noncompliant behavior was found to vary, depending on the age and sex of the zoo visitor, the type of social group the zoo visitor was in, the size of the crowd in the exhibit area, and the nature of the exhibit itself (including the type of species exhibited). On the whole, males exhibited more noncompliant behavior than females, however, this was not consistent across all age categories. A clear majority of the zoo visitors exhibiting noncompliant behavior were of the juvenile age classification, with most of these being males. Very few zoo visitors exhibited noncompliant behavior when alone, however, noncompliant behavior was not more prevalent in excessively large crowds. Family groups supervised by both parents exhibited more noncompliant behavior than family groups supervised by only one parent. There were no consistent peak hours or diurnal trends in the frequency of noncompliant behavior.

As a result of the study, several possible ways of alleviating the problem of noncompliant behavior in the zoo became apparent. Controlled public feeding, issuing self-quiz sheets as an alternative behavior, and increased public education were among the alternatives. The advantages and disadvantages of these alternatives were discussed.
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